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Introduction
This is not an after-the-fact analysis of the SolarWinds
attack with an “our solution could have stopped it” message,
rather a preparedness and response advisory in the
context of one of history’s most consequential attacks. This
document outlines the SolarWinds attack and the benefits of
an Active Defense fabric that turns the tables on attackers,
detecting lateral movement, filling an important perimeter
defense gap in stopping attacker lateral movement and
malicious activities once inside the network.
From the summary of the attack, we summarize the
industry’s recommendations for investigation and
remediation actions involving many perimeter-focused
security controls, but also take an ‘assume compromise’
perspective and offer a strategy and tactics to combat an
attacker once inside. This is very important because in
this attack and others, once a beachhead is established,
the attacker harvests credentials to move laterally and
escalate privileges to achieve their ultimate objective(s).
Our traditional defensive tools and tactics fall short
here, acknowledged by the introduction of the MITRE
Shield https://shield.mitre.org/ that organizes and shares
information about adversary engagement. It is time to turn
the tables on the attackers and create an environment that
is hostile to the attackers.
We understand that organizations are doing the important
work of reviewing logs and searching for other indicators
of compromise (IoCs) to determine if they were breached
in this attack. It is also important to recognize that at
the conclusion of the investigation and remediations
processes, it is prudent to assume the attacker is still
inside. A quick recap of the attack offers plausible evidence
that the attacker might still be inside.
The reported scope of the attack is potentially 18,000
SolarWinds installations and we only know about a handful
of reported breaches. We suspect the adversary is the
very sophisticated APT29 so nobody should be surprised
if the attacker is still inside the network waiting to become
active. The security community has been discussing
lengthy dwell times for years so the notion of an attacker
being inside the network for an extended period of time is
not new.
Whether it is from this attack, another nation-state APT,
or the new generation of advanced (human-operated)
ransomware, the mission is still the same. We must have
a security strategy and tactics that quickly identifies an

attacker once they have established a beachhead inside
the infrastructure – attacker persistence is not our friend.
We will now review the basics of the attack, remediation
and preparedness guidance, and the benefits of an Active
Defense fabric to quickly identify inside attacker activities
and create an environment hostile to attackers.

SolarWinds/Orion- SUNBURST
General Background
In December 2020, FireEye reported an attack perpetrated
on their network/systems and subsequently the US
Government Departments of Treasury and Commerce
disclosed a similar attack. Since the initial report, we have
learned that the attack’s origin was the SolarWinds Orion
IT management software versions 2019.4 HF 5 and 2020.2
HF 1, containing a backdoor (SUNBURST). According
to the FireEye analysis, this campaign may have started
as early as spring 2020. We recommend you follow the
remediation guidelines from SolarWinds, and any other
organizations directly involved in the attack.
Currently available evidence suggests that the attacker has
stealthily operated for months on the internal networks of
organizations with sophisticated security tools, teams, and
processes. The attacker, believed to be APT 29 (sometimes
called Cozy Bear), a threat group associated with Russian
SVR, inserted a backdoor called SUNBURST in the
SolarWinds Orion product.
Our assumption is attackers have more footholds in many
organizations and are waiting to complete their mission.
Currently dormant attackers should become active in
the coming weeks and the current recommendation is
that all organizations: 1) Clean up potential access to the
environment by locating all SolarWinds Orion instances
and remediate per vendor guidance; and 2) Assume
compromise because even if you do not have SolarWinds
Orion, your suppliers and/or partners might, so you should
assume attackers are in your network.
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SolarWinds/Orion- SUNBURST Attack Flow
The following diagram illustrates the basic components of the Attack

When the SolarWinds Orion update was installed in
the customer’s environment, the SUNBURST code was
silent for a couple weeks to avoid being noticed by any
security system. The attacker exploited the backdoor
to download ‘teardrop’ and establish their beachhead.
To avoid detection the attackers used:
■ A hard-coded list of processes, services, and
drivers, so a system with security tools (e.g.,
Crowdstrike, Tanium, etc.), monitoring tools
(e.g., packet capture), and other services (e.g.,
VirtualBox, Registry Monitor) could be detected
and disabled or bypassed.
■ Attackers IP address was in the same geography
as SolarWinds servers to avoid detection.

Because their beachhead was on an IT management
system, it is likely rich with information about the
environment. From there, the attacker moves laterally to
harvest privileged credentials. There was another novel
activity in the attack, where the attacker targeted the ADFS
(Active Directory Federation Services) to accomplish a
Golden SAML attack technique.

Golden SAML “Vulnerability”:
Of particular concern in this attack TTP set is that the
attacker has leveraged Golden SAML. The potential for this
attack method was listed on a CyberArk blog post in 2017,
but to our knowledge has never been used in an actual
attack before it was discovered as an active element in this
SolarWinds/Orion- SUNBURST effort.
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This method of gaining privileged access to Cloud resources
is particularly difficult to detect and overcome since the
Golden SAML object can be created anywhere and the
method is not disrupted using 2FA or a password reset.
Further, since the method does not leverage a vulnerability
in the authentication platform there is not a patch that
can be applied to solve for this issue. Follow Microsoft’s
recommendations on thwarting an attacker in position to
leverage Golden SAML in your environment.

SolarWinds Attack Actions –
Remediation & Preparedness
Of particular concern in this attack TTP set is that the
attacker has leveraged Golden SAML. The potential for
this attack method was listed on a CyberArk blog post
in 2017, but to our knowledge has never been used in an
actual attack before it was discovered as an active element
in this SolarWinds/Orion- SUNBURST effort.
Even if there is no direct evidence of relevant C2
communication or lateral movement, due to the
sophistication of the attacker, we need to assume that
lateral movement may have happened in a way that appears
to be normal behavior. The effort to analyze that data is
continuous and should include, but are not limited to:

Specific SolarWinds Visibility and
Remediation

■ SolarWinds: clean up potential access to the
environment by locating all SolarWinds Orion
instances and remediate per vendor guidance.
Ongoing log analysis for C2 and lateral movement
“tells” from SolarWinds hosts.
■ Identify SolarWinds hosts and map pathways to
ADFS hosts.
■ General Threat Hunting: ongoing log analysis for
known SolarWinds IoCs and TTPs (Cobalt Strike, inmemory malware, etc.)

■ Kerberoasting: Configure domain controllers to log event
4769 and forward to SIEM. Configure SIEM to trigger
telemetry data collection from targeted endpoint for
targeted event 4769 activity.
■ Leverage existing Endpoint tools to obtain additional
context on source IP generating the 4769 event/new TGS
ticket requests. If available leverage Illusive Networks
Alert Telemetry on Demand capability to capture a time
of alert volatile and non-volatile dataset to investigate
and contain the potentially malicious activity.

Hygiene - Credentials and Pathways

A regular assessment and removal of unnecessary privileged
credentials and connections will reduce the attack surface
for this attack and others, improving the success security
tools and teams have in detecting lateral movement and
other suspicious activities.

Lateral Movement Detection

Enact a strategy and solution to continuously detect any
suspicious lateral movement. Relying on security controls
not specializing in lateral movement detection can yield
inaccurate results. Consequently, we recommend using a
solution specializing in lateral movement detection to ensure
detection accuracy.
■ Ensure SOC/IR team monitoring and CIRT workbook
enhancements to fully integrate lateral movement
detection and response into team workflows and
systems.

Attacker Telemetry

Ensure you have on-demand access to rich and precise data
on the attacker to:
■ Quickly discern the attacker’s tactics and objectives.
■ Identify the attacker’s location relative to critical assets.
■ Prioritize actions to protect critical assets.

■ Privilege Escalation Readiness
■ ADFS: log analysis for host breach and Federation
settings configuration changes. Golden SAML
represents a serious threat even in environments
where 2FA is in place. Follow relevant Microsoft
direction on thwarting an attacker in position to
leverage Golden SAML in your environment.
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Illusive Networks Active Defense – Changes the Game on Attackers
The Illusive Networks Active Defense product suite, built by attackers to stop attackers, enables organizations to create an
environment that is hostile to attackers. Illusive’s Active Defense fills an important gap in perimeter defenses by detecting
lateral movement after an attacker has established a beachhead inside the network.
Each of the products in the Illusive Active Defense Suite play an important role in accelerating the time to detection from
an attacker establishing a beachhead, preventing them from achieving their goal.
■ Attack Surface Manager (ASM) makes it more difficult for the attacker to live off the land by identifying and cleaning
up credentials and pathway information that are the fuel for the attacker.
■ Attack Detection System (ADS) transforms every endpoint into an array of deceptions making it impossible for the
attacker to successfully move laterally.
■ Attack Intelligence System (AIS) delivers human readable on-demand intelligence for an attacker to speed
investigation and remediation.
The graphic below shows how each product in the Active Defense Suite addresses the phases of the SolarWinds, and
similar attacks.

Attack Surface Manager ASM - Continuous Hygiene
The Illusive Attack Surface Manager (ASM) continuously
analyzes credentials and pathways to identify and remove
unnecessary privileged credentials and connections not
required for business operations, reducing the attack surface.
Nearly all high-impact attacks have a phase in which
the attacker must conduct lateral movement from the
beachhead to the ultimate target. To do this, the attacker
needs a combination of credentials and available connections
between systems. The attacker prefers to move through the
network using native system tools and connectivity - “living
off the land”.
During a normal workday, cached credentials and
connections proliferate within a network. The access footprint
changes constantly as users log on and off, restart systems,
change roles, and access resources. Sometimes people
knowingly gain access they should not have, but most
connectivity and high value cached credentials result from
ordinary, authorized activity.

For example:
■ Usernames and passwords are often stored in the web
browser.
■ Domain Admin credentials can be retained in system
memory or stored in Windows Credential Manager (Vault).
■ Hostnames and credentials are stored in applications,
such as SSH, FTP, and RDP clients, to conveniently
access the servers.
■ User privileges are accidentally escalated (shadow
admins) due to the complexity inherent in Active
Directory.
■ Once inside, attackers use tools to automate and
accelerate credential harvesting, network discovery,
and privilege escalation. The richer the access
footprint, the more pathways an attacker must reach
the crown jewels, the easier we make it for the attacker
– and the faster damage can be done.
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The following are examples of ASM’s hygiene-related
visibility for the SolarWinds attack:
■ Map pathways to sensitive hosts and cleaning credential
and connection residue from production systems.
■ SolarWinds hosts and ADFS hostnames (FQDNs or IP
addresses) should be listed as Illusive Crown Jewels
regardless of the removal of the SolarWinds application
from the host. Particular attention should be applied
to removing unnecessary stored credentials and
connection string data from or to these Crown Jewels.
■ Define the ADFS servers as Crown Jewels and find all
potential pathways the attackers might take to get there.
■ Backtrack all credentials found on all SolarWinds
Servers to quickly understand where the credentials are
also logged into other hosts.
■ Clean the environment to reduce attack paths for the
attackers (Domain, Shadow, and Local admins).
■ Surface shadow and real admins using ASM.
■ Azure AD surface highly privileged Users and
applications in the environment
■ The attackers used such users & applications to
gain stealth access to data in SAAS solutions (Mail,
SharePoint, etc.)

Attack Detection System (ADS) Lateral Movement Detection
The Illusive Attack Detection System (ADS) utilizes next
generation deception techniques, that do not require an agent
be installed or legacy honeypot technologies, to form the
foundation of an active defense layer to detect attacker lateral
movement. The Attack Detection System turns the entire
network into a deception, putting the attacker on the defensive.
The following are a selection of recommended Illusive attack
countermeasures that can detect attacker lateral movement
present in the SolarWinds, and similar attacks.
■ Coat the network with deceptions for living off the land
activities (Domain admins, RDP, SSH etc.)
■ Deploy Beacon files, Shares & Mail deceptions (and
soon our Teams and SharePoint deceptions?)
■ The attackers looked for \accessed files\ mail on the
compromised machines.
■ Plant domain credentials through various techniques
such as Windows, RDP, Files, SSH

Attack Intelligence System (AIS) - OnDemand Attacker Telemetry
The Illusive Attack Intelligence System (AIS) provides
on-demand telemetry from a compromised endpoint to
automatically provide visibility into attacker activity.
■ Tool set in use
■ Command-and-control information
■ Files deployed as part of the attack

Regular Attacker Persistence
Exercise – Shake the Tree
As preparatory and analysis measures in response to
exposure of this attack, we believe organizations will
benefit from preparing for and executing a “shake the tree”
lateral movement hygiene and detection exercise. There
are four parts to the exercise:
1. Assess and improve credential and pathway hygiene.
2. Ensure lateral movement detection strategy and
required controls are functioning properly.
3. Reset passwords for privileged accounts.
4. Monitor lateral movement to spot attacker
propagation in the environment.

Reset Passwords for Privileged Accounts

Upon completion of the hygiene and lateral movement
detection steps, reset all administrator passwords. By doing
so, the attacker loses his access and is forced to move
laterally and harvest new privileged credentials to continue
to leverage their presence on the network. This process will
take time, and not all privileged accounts can be addressedservice accounts typically have static passwords.
You might be tempted to shortcut the defined process
and simply perform a password reset to prevent privilege
escalation and crown jewel access; however, it is difficult
to reset all passwords (e.g., cached). Running this process
in the defined sequence ensures that all passwords are
cleaned from stored locations and the process achieves
the desired objective.
■ Work with identity team to identify priority credentials
and schedule for password updates.
■ Audit results of the password reset process to ensure
all passwords have been properly reset.

■ The attackers at the lateral movement phase have
harvested such credentials to perform their attack on
the ADFS server
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Monitor Lateral Movement

The attacker may take several days, weeks, or even months
to perform reconnaissance and attempt lateral movement,
so detection activities should persist for an extended period,
preferably within a permanent detection capability. Any
lateral movement detection should include detailed telemetry
for the attacker so that an analysis of their activities and
tactics can be performed, and targeted detection and
prevention measures can be implemented.

Applying Illusive to SUNBURST
Related Tactics and Techniques
Attack Flow Alignment

Illusive’s deception capabilities provide Active Defense
techniques mapped to the MITRE ATT&CK framework as
well as the MITRE Shield framework. Illusive deception
capabilities are effective in Tactic categories 6, 7, 8, and 9
which correspond to steps 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the SolarWinds/
SUNBURST attack flow. More details are available in
separate technical brief upon request.

Illusive Networks Inc
488 Madison Avenue
11th Floor
New York, NY 10022

Defeating SUNBURST Anti-Forensic
Techniques

As highlighted in the DHS CISA SolarWinds Alert 352A,
the APT specific Teardrop malware leverages anti-forensic
techniques which the Illusive approach - deception for
early detection - on all endpoints defeats by planting
and then regularly refreshing low interaction deceptive
credentials and connections. The traditional and legacy
deception approaches rely on decoy environments
with sinkholes or sandboxes that block outbound
communications. The Teardrop malware is designed to
defeat containment environments by stopping execution
if a list of hard-coded IPV4 and IPV6 addresses are not
reachable. Having an endpoint as the detection sensorbased approach defeats the IP range search avoidance
technique and enables a full situational capture of the time
of alert attacker context, accelerating containment, further
attacker discovery, and eradication actions.
Also, Illusive’s deceptive credential approach forces
attacker engagement when attempting to compromise
tokens for pass the hash or pass the ticket attack
techniques to move laterally – with a high probability for
engagement due to full enterprise endpoint coverage and
80-95% saturation rates.

Visit us:
Email us:
Call us::

www.illusivenetworks.com
info@illusivenetworks.com

US: +1 844.455.8748
EMEA / AsiaPac: +972 73.272.4006

Find us:
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